PLACE AND ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE

AGENDA

Date:

Monday, 6th June, 2022

Time:

7.00 pm

Venue:

The Guildhall

PLACE AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
Information for Members of the Public
Access to the Guildhall is via the front entrance in the High Street. The nearest car park is
Copenhagen Street (pay and display). If you are a wheelchair user or have restricted mobility, access
to the Guildhall can be gained either through the door on the right side of the forecourt as you face the
Guildhall, or through the sliding doors at the rear of the Guildhall. There is dedicated disabled parking
space at the rear (access via Copenhagen Street). Most meetings are held on the ground floor, which
can be reached by using a lift. If you are a wheelchair user or have restricted mobility and you wish to
attend a meeting, please telephone or email the officer mentioned below in advance and we will make
any necessary arrangements to assist your visit.
Part I of the Agenda includes items for discussion in public. You have the right to inspect copies of
Minutes and reports on this part of the Agenda as well as background documents used in the
preparation of these reports. Details of the background papers appear at the foot of each report. Part II
of the Agenda (if applicable) deals with items of 'Exempt Information' for which it is anticipated that
the public may be excluded from the meeting and neither reports nor background papers are open to
public inspection.
Please note that this is a public meeting and members of the public and press are permitted to report
on the proceedings. "Reporting" includes filming, photographing, making an audio recording and
providing commentary on proceedings. Any communicative method can be used to report on the
proceedings, including the internet, to publish, post or share the proceedings. Accordingly, the
attendance of members of the public at this meeting may be recorded and broadcast. By choosing to
attend this public meeting you are deemed to have given your consent to being filmed or recorded and
for any footage to be broadcast or published.
Please note the Council records and live streams many of its meetings. These recordings are published
on the relevant meeting pages of the Council’s website. A notice to this effect will be posted in the
meeting room. If a member of the public chooses to speak at a meeting of the City Council he/she will
be deemed to have given their consent to being recorded and audio being published live to the
Council’s website. The Chair of the meeting, can at their discretion, terminate or suspend recording, if
in their opinion, continuing to do so would prejudice the proceedings of the meeting or if they consider
that continued recording might infringe the rights of any individual, or breach any statutory provision.
At the start of the meeting under the item 'Public Participation' up to fifteen minutes in total is allowed
for members of the public to present a petition, ask a question or comment on any matter on the
Agenda. Participants need to indicate that they wish to speak by 4.30 p.m. on the last working day
before the meeting by writing, telephoning or E-Mailing the officer mentioned below.
If you have any general enquires or queries about this Agenda or require any details of background
papers, further documents or information, or to discuss arrangements for the taking of photographs,
film, video or sound recording please contact the Lead Officer, Margaret Johnson, Democratic Services
Administrator, Guildhall, Worcester WR1 2EY. Telephone: 01905 722085 (direct line); E-Mail Address:
committeeadministration@worcester.gov.uk.
This agenda can be made available in large print, braille, on PC disk, tape or in a number of ethnic
minority languages. Please contact the above named officer for further information.
Agendas and minutes relating to all City Council Committees and Council Meetings are also available
electronically, click on the option “Committee Minutes and Documents”, Website Address:
worcester.gov.uk
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Place and Economic Development Committee
Monday, 6 June 2022
Members of the Committee:-

Chair: Councillor Mrs. Lucy Hodgson (C)
Vice-Chair: Councillor Robyn Norfolk (L)
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor

Marc Bayliss (C)
Simon Cronin (L)
Jill Desayrah (L)
Allah Ditta (C)
Simon Geraghty (C)

C= Conservative

Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor

Adrian Gregson (L)
Neil Laurenson (G)
Karen Lewing (G)
James Stanley (C)

G = Green
L = Labour
LCo = Labour and Co-operative
LD = Liberal Democrat

AGENDA
Part 1
(ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION AND DECISION IN PUBLIC)
1.

Appointment of Substitutes
To receive details of any Members appointed to attend the meeting instead of a
Member of the Committee.

2.

Declarations of Interest
To receive any declarations of interest.

3.

Public Participation
Up to a total of fifteen minutes can be allowed, each speaker being allocated a
maximum of five minutes, for members of the public to present a petition, ask a
question or comment on any matter on the Agenda or within the remit of the
Committee.

4.

Minutes
Page(s): 1 - 4
Of the meeting held on 14th March 2022 to be approved and signed.

5.

The Arches - Worcester Legacy Project
Page(s): 5 - 12
Ward(s): All Wards
Contact Officer:
Shane Flynn, Corporate Director, Finance and Resources
Tel: 01905 722536
That the committee allocates £20,000 from the Arts and Culture Strategy
Implementation Fund to support the Arches – Worcester legacy as part of Severn
Arts’ NOP status.
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6.

Worcester Arts and Culture Strategy
Page(s): 13 - 20
Ward(s): All Wards
Contact Officer:
Helen Mole, Tourism and City Centre Manager
Tel: 01905 722309
That Members note the contents of the report updating on progress with the
Worcester Arts and Culture Strategy.

7.

Annual/Quarter 4 Performance Report for 2021/22
Page(s): 21 - 44
Ward(s): All Wards
Contact Officer:
Joanna Payne, Corporate Policy and Strategy Officer
Tel: 01905 722407
That the Place and Economic Development Committee notes the Council’s annual
and quarter 4 performance for 2021/22.

8.

Any Other Business
Which in the opinion of the Chair is of sufficient urgency as to warrant
consideration.
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Agenda Item 4

PLACE AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
14th March 2022
Present:

Councillor Mrs Lucy Hodgson in the Chair
Councillors
Agar,
A. Amos,
Geraghty,
Gregson, Hodges (Vice-Chair), Norfolk and
Stanley

Officers:

58

Sian Stroud, Corporate Director – Planning
and Governance
Zoey West, Deputy Director – Economic
Development
Duncan Rudge, Head of Planning
Jonathan Lester, Planning Enforcement
Officer

Appointment of Substitutes
None.

59

Declarations of Interest
None.

60

Public Participation
None.

61

Minutes
RESOLVED: That the minutes of the meeting held on 24th January 2022 be
approved as a correct record and signed by the Chair.

62

Untidy Properties
The Committee received a report on untidy land and properties in the city.
Examples of untidy land were identified in Appendix 1 attached to the report.
Members had previously requested an update and overview of the actions taken
by the Council to address land and properties in the city which are in a significant
condition of untidiness or disrepair. There are a number of mechanisms through
which a property in a condition of concern to residents and neighbours, may also
be of interest to the Council and these were highlighted at paragraph 2.1 of the
report.
The Planning Enforcement Officer, in presenting the report, explained that section
215 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended) provided local
planning authorities with powers to address properties and land that are adversely
affecting the amenity of the area.
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Paragraph 3.6 of the report explained the process once a decision is taken to
pursue a case. Table 1 at paragraph 3.7 of the report highlighted the number of
cases investigated since 2015 and how many were outstanding. Further
interventions were also included within the report.
The Corporate Director – Planning and Governance and the Planning Enforcement
Officer responded to questions from Committee Members on the tidy up process
and action taken to deal with outstanding cases. Committee Members noted that
the resource for this area of work has now been increased, which was welcomed.
Committee Members welcomed the report.
RESOLVED: That the Committee note the report and the actions being
taken by the Council to address cases of long-term untidy land and
properties.
63

Strategic Play Area Development Plan
The Committee considered a report on a proposal to develop a Worcester City
Strategic Play Area Development Plan. The following appendices were attached to
the report – Appendix 1 total children’s and youth play provision by Ward;
Appendix 2 map of play provision categorised as toddler, junior or youth and
Appendix 3 map of Worcester City Council owned play areas and those owned by
other organisations and broke down and categorised further into children or
youth.
The Corporate Director – Planning and Governance presented the report and
informed Committee Members that the Council does not at the present time have
a strategic plan which guides the Council’s investment decisions around outdoor
play area provision.
Members had requested that consideration be given to the development of a
strategic plan and it is noted that play provision is an agreed priority in the newly
revised Worcester City Plan 2022-2027. An officer working group had convened
and their findings and recommendations were set out in paragraphs 2.5-2.26 of
the report.
The preferred option is to produce a Strategic Play Area Development Plan and
the aims of the plan were highlighted in paragraph 3.3 of the report. In order to
develop the Plan, officers stated that it would be essential to undertake an
engagement and consultation exercise by a specialist contractor. Committee
Members were informed that there would be an opportunity for the Children and
Young People’s Champion to raise the profile of the project and the consultation.
It is anticipated that the proposed Strategic Play Area Development Plan would be
bought to Committee for approval in October. Emphasis was made on the basis
that the plan would aim to enhance, and not reduce, current level of provision.
The preferred option was to also progress site feasibility for city centre play
provision which would be subject for further Member approval.
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The Corporate Director – Planning and Governance and the Head of Planning
responded to questions from Committee Members on elements of the S106
contributions, specific budget allocation for play related proposals and the need to
look at demographics as some areas in greater need than others. It was noted
that residents do not necessarily recognise ward boundaries and that the open
space assessment, which was established to deal with new developments, would
look at in terms of prioritisation.
Committee Members welcomed the report.
RESOLVED: That the Committee:

64

1.

note the contents of the report and in particular the current
available information on identified needs for outdoor play provision,
funding opportunities and constraints;

2.

approve the engagement of a specialist contractor to undertake a
detailed consultation exercise around future outdoor play space
provision across the city and from that consultation, develop
proposals for a Strategic Play Area Development Plan to be brought
back to Committee in October 2022 for approval;

3.

delegate authority to the Corporate Director - Operations, Homes
and Communities - in consultation with the Chair and Vice Chair of
the Place and Economic Development Committee to procure and
appoint a suitable contractor as set out in 2 above;

4.

recommend to Policy and Resources Committee the allocation of
£40,000 for this work; and

5.

concurrent with the work set out above, supports the identification
of potential city centre locations for investment in youth play
provision, with detailed proposals to be brought back to Members
for consideration.

Proposed Committee Performance Scorecard 2022/23
The Committee considered the proposed content of the Place and Economic
Development Committee Scorecard for 2022/23. The Deputy Director – Economic
Development presented the report and summarised the main points, including Key
Projects and Activities, new projects and current projects that have been
removed.
Following changes in the management of the Planning Service, a renewed focus is
being given to planning performance targets, particularly in respect of
development management (planning applications). This is an important area of
scrutiny not just for to monitor customer satisfaction but also because the
Council’s planning function can be subject to intervention by the Secretary of
State should specified performance targets not be met.
Committee Members were also informed that the Council’s Internal Audit Service
will be undertaking an audit this year of the Planning Service, focussing first on
the customer experience and the control measures in place to ensure performance
targets are tracked, reported and delivered against.
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The Head of Planning explained to Committee Members that he was also looking
to introduce a specific measure for householder applications, as it was important
that these need to be determined within a reasonable time and where we set the
measure would be important, a review would be carried out in 12 months. These
proposed set of measures would be visible to the Committee and are accountable.
The Head of Planning stated that if Committee Members were in agreement with
the additional proposed measure he would prepare the detail and would circulate
to the Chair and Vice Chair for agreement.
Members welcomed the additional measure proposed.
RESOLVED: That the Committee approve the proposed content of the
Committee Performance Scorecard for 2022/23, and agree to the
additional performance measure relating to Householder applications to
be delegated to the Chair and Vice Chair for agreement.
65

Any Other Business
None.

Duration of the meeting: 7.00p.m. to 8.55p.m.

Chairman at the meeting on
6th June 2022
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Agenda Item 5

Report to: Place and Economic Development Committee, 6th June 2022
Report of: Corporate Director – Finance and Resources

Subject:

THE ARCHES- WORCESTER LEGACY PROJECT

1.

Recommendation

1.1

That the committee allocates £20,000 from the Arts and Culture Strategy
Implementation Fund to support the Arches – Worcester legacy as part of
Severn Arts’ NOP status.

2.

Background

2.1

As part of the budget setting process for 2022/23 the Committee proposed that a
reserve of £50,000 be created to support the implementation of the Arts and Culture
Strategy. The proposal was accepted by Policy & Resources Committee and Full
Council at the budget meetings in February and a reserve created from 1 April 2022.

2.2

The purpose of the reserve is to support the implementation of the Strategy and
action plan, once it has been compiled, by providing a potential source of seedcorn
or match funding when officers or Member of the Committee are approached to
engage as partners in developments, or where ideas come forward that need
resources for progressing these to fuller business cases. The report of 24 January
2022 stated that the amount of the reserve set aside would be reviewed once the
Strategy and action plan was completed.

2.3

A draft Strategy for consultation is presented elsewhere on the agenda. In the
meantime, officers involved in the Arches – Worcester project have been approached
by Severn Arts to consider whether the Council will continue in partnership to
support the legacy of the Festival strand of the Arches project. This request is part of
Severn Arts’ bid to become an Arts Council for England National Portfolio
Organisation – which, if successful, would bring £400,000 per year for three years in
Arts Council Funding to the city. It is anticipated that financial commitment by the
Council will increase the likelihood of the application being accepted by
demonstrating that the proposal has the support of the Council and is aligned with
the developing Arts and Culture Strategy, which includes commitments to
partnership working.

3.

Information

3.1

Severn Arts is charitable arts company formed in June 2018 to lead, initially,
Worcestershire's Music Education Hub, deliver an arts programme on behalf of
Worcestershire County Council and support the Local Cultural Education Partnership.
Since then, the organisation has sought to expand its remit and objectives.
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In particular, since October 2018, Severn Arts has been a principal partner in the
application for, and subsequent management of, the Arts Council’s Cultural
Development Funded Arches – Worcester project.
3.2

As well as being an active partner in the delivery of the project, Severn Arts has had
specific responsibility for the Festivals strand which has delivered a series of events
while developing community engagement in arts and cultural projects. This has
included direct support for the Love the Arbo and the Mela festivals in the past year
as well as engagement on the capital aspects of the project – the arches themselves
– and the inclusivity strand through, for example, The Rising – a strand dedicated to
increasing youth engagement in the festivals work.

3.3

The Arches project is nearing completion and all capital and revenue funding is due
to be spent by 31 March 2023. The next step is to establish a legacy for the work
done to date including occupancy of the Arches, public realm works and destination
management, along with further development of the festivals and inclusivity strands.
Severn Arts’ application for NPO status is potentially a major strand in the creation of
this legacy.

3.4

The Arts Council manages its support for arts and culture in England in a number of
ways and develops these through its overarching strategy. The latest version of the
strategy Let’s Create covers the period 2020 – 2030. One element of the strategy is
to support organisations through funding. The National Portfolio currently includes
828 organisation that hold 842 funding agreements and are – in effect – delivery
partners for the Arts Council’s strategy. The current arrangements are due to
conclude in March 2023 and interested organisations have been asked to apply to
become National Portfolio Organisations (NPO) from April next year.

3.5

Severn Arts has submitted an application which has a significant focus on the Arches
– Worcester legacy project. An information paper has been provided which is
attached at Annex A. The paper is requesting a contribution from the City Council to
support the recruitment of a Community Producer. The role would work alongside
the existing Festivals Director to ensure the longevity and prosperity of Worcester's
community-led festivals and events, and community engagement in the wider
festival programme.

4.

Preferred Option

3.1

To contribute £20,000 from the Arts and Culture Strategy Implementation Fund as
an initial one-off commitment to the role of a Community Producer.

5.

Alternative Options Considered

5.1

Not to make the contribution. The Council, along with the other partners in the
Arches – Worcester project is committed under the Cultural Development Fund to
establish a legacy for the funding. The Severn Arts NPO application should, if it
proves successful, provide an opportunity to continue with some of the key aspects
of the project. In the event that it is not successful, the creation of the role of
Community Producer would provide a resource to continue for a further year with
some of the community-based aspects of the festivals strand while the partners
develop further proposals.
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6.

Implications

6.1

Financial and Budgetary Implications
The Arts and Culture Strategy Implementation Fund has a balance at 1 April 2022 of
£50,000. There are no other known commitments on the reserve at the date of this
report

6.2

Legal and Governance Implications
None directly arising from this report. Any allocation of funding would be in the form
of a one-off grant and would be subject to the Council’s normal governance
processes for awarding grants to third parties.

6.3

Risk Implications
There is a risk that the grant will not be used for the purpose intended. Close
partnership working with Severn Arts will continue through the Arches – Worcester
project Management Board which will oversee the development of the legacy for the
project.

6.4

Corporate/Policy Implications
The proposal will support the development of Arts and Culture within Worcester as
part of the legacy of the Arches - Worcester project and will maintain the partnership
between the City Council and Severn Arts and other arts organisations through the
development of the Arts and Culture Strategy.

6.5

Equality Implications
None directly arising from this report. The Community Producer role is designed to
support inclusivity and access to the arts for all.

6.6

Human Resources Implications
None directly arising from this report. The Community Producer would be a Severn
Arts employee.

6.7

Health and Safety Implications
None directly arising from this report.

6.8

Social, Environmental and Economic Implications
The value that the Community Producer can add to local communities is set out in
the Severn Arts paper annexed to this report.

Ward(s):
Contact Officer:
Background Papers:

All Wards
Shane Flynn Tel: 07710 854096
Email: shane.flynn@worcester.gov.uk
None

This page is intentionally left blank
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Agenda Item 5
Appendix 1

Severn Arts' Application to become an Arts Council of England National Portfolio
Organisation (NPO)
Background and context:
The Arts Council of England published its' guidelines and processes for organisations to apply to
join its' portfolio following the publication of their new strategy and delivery plan Let's Create. All
applicants must demonstrate a commitment to deliver against at least one of the three outcomes
and all four investment principles identified in the strategy. These are:
Outcomes:
1. Creative People - everyone can develop and express creativity throughout their life.
2. Cultural Communities - villages, towns and cities thrive through a collaborative approach to
culture.
3. A Creative and Cultural Country - England’s Cultural Sector is innovative, collaborative, and
international.
Investment Principles:
1. Ambition and quality - Cultural organisations and individuals are ambitious and committed to
improving the quality of their work.
2. Dynamism - Cultural organisations and individuals are dynamic and able to respond to the
challenges of the next decade.
3. Environmental Responsibility - Cultural organisations and individuals lead the way in their
approach to environmental responsibility.
4. Inclusivity and Relevance - England's diversity is fully reflected in the organisations and
individuals that we support and in the culture they produce.
Why Severn Arts
We have the chance to become an Arts Council "partner" and one of a network of trusted
organisations to deliver quality, ambitious programmes that reflect ACE's strategic aims and align
with a national strategy. This will enable us to become more connected, more sustainable, and more
collaborative; opening other avenues of investment; allowing us to deliver against our own strategic
aims and enabling us to grow and extend our programmes of work. We would also be in receipt of
three years' secure funding that includes investment in people, infrastructure, and audiences, as well
as the work we produce.
We are in a strong position; we have good governance, robust finances, including moderate reserves
and we have a track record in managing large funds through the Music Education Hub and Cultural
Development Fund programmes. We have established resilience in the face of the pandemic, and
we have continued to operate fully and have expanded our portfolio of activity during the most
challenging times, showing our flexibility, adaptability, and ambition. Applying for NPO enables us to
consolidate our Business Plan strategic aims and to deliver against our objectives in our delivery
plans to grow our audience base; develop our teams and embed sustainable, inclusive practice.
By 2026, our Plan states that Severn Arts will be a robust & resilient organisation, delivering an
ambitious new public programme whilst developing excellent creative talent, particularly in the field
of outdoor arts.
1
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We will be applying for £400,000 per year for organisational funding, which if successful, will start
from April 2023 for three years. This programme will be an evolvement of the work started through
CDF to:





blend the international, national & local to produce a relevant & innovative programme
grow & diversify audiences & participants
develop, train & recruit talent
continue to identify, grow, and develop community engagement and festivals

What do we propose to do?
The CDF project The Arches Worcester ends in March 2023. We have built a brand, audience and
identified a need for training and infrastructure to support outdoor arts activity in Worcester during
the past three years, and therefore our focus for our NPO is on creating an ambitious new
programme for the work we have baselined to date. We will also seek to advocate for support and
investment for our continued work outside of our NPO application and we would hope that our
stakeholders and current partners will see the value of continuing to invest in the work and the impact
on the city of the established collaborative partnership approach we have created. Severn Arts has
expanded our programmes and incorporated festivals as part of our overall offer and building on this
for the future aligns with our strategic aims in our own published Business Plan. The detailed NPO
proposal is as follows:
1. A Festivals programme that includes:


Three festivals per year:
o The Rising – curated by and programmed for young adults aged 18 - 30
o Light Night – bringing world class culture through commissioning artists to work in
and with communities, creating work in a local context, influenced by and relevant to
Worcester
o Catapult - a brand new festival to showcase raw, fringe & in-development work,
including work by emerging commissioned artists working in outdoor arts

2. The creation of an outdoor arts/festivals Hub & centre for creative skills development that
includes:









Physical space to create and test out ideas/work/projects with peers, audiences, and artists
- space, resource & paid time to creatives wishing to work in outdoor arts across the UK, in
direct response to the sector’s expressed needs
Training and talent development opportunities - supporting emerging artists, community
festivals, young people, makers, including Career Pathways –through provision of start-up
opportunities such as internships, placements, mentoring & training
A production centre to train the future workforce for events and creative projects (skills such
as producers, crew, technicians, infrastructure, instrument repair etc.) to include formal
apprenticeships and internships
Forum for international, national, and local debate around outdoor arts to include panels,
discussion groups, R&D thinktanks and taskforces
A sustainable infrastructure model with diversified income:
o Provide direct services (artistic commissioning, technical, production) to others
county-wide
o Work with national partners to deliver England wide training programmes
2
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3. Consultancy and partnership working that includes:



Undertaking commissions throughout the county in line with our core purpose and mission,
to include delivery of community festivals; events; civic work etc.
Rolling out toolkits, training, and infrastructure to support communities outside of Worcester
and beyond to deliver work in outdoor spaces and unusual locations.

4. Community festivals that includes:
 Voluntary and Community Creative Development - to increase the capacity and grow artistic
ambition and willingness to take risks, working with them to fundraise and broaden their reach
such as Love The Arbo, Worcester Mela, Worcester Carnival and Worcester Music Festival.
5. Community Engagement that includes
 Building on our participatory cultural engagement opportunities with under-served
communities in the city such as Lullaby and the Recovery Poem
 Recruiting, supporting, and training volunteers throughout the festivals offer, providing
fulfilling roles to develop skills and connect with communities
Support requested from Worcester City Council:
As a partner in the CDF project, we have worked closely with the City Council, University of
Worcester and the County Council to deliver a 3-year programme that has resulted in the creation
of new physical spaces ( 5 railways arches for creative industries); a free internationally-respected
outdoor festivals programme; a training and development arm for entrepreneurs and graduates,
funding and support for key community festivals in the city and a reputation with national funders for
delivering excellence and inclusive work. The programme is funded until the end of March 2023. We
are seeking to continue to grow our partnership and the programmes to ensure the people of
Worcester have access to high-quality, accessible, and thought-provoking creative activities. Severn
Arts is committed to developing a legacy for the festivals work and we would like to work alongside
the City Council to continue to support community festivals.
We are therefore requesting financial support from the City Council to fund a Community Producer
post, to work alongside our Festivals Director to ensure the longevity and prosperity of Worcester's
community-led festivals and events, and community engagement in the wider festival programme.
The Role of the Community Producer
As part of the work that has taken place during The Arches Festivals Programme we know that
working with local communities and the volunteers running community festivals has had real impact;
on the people taking part, on the quality, ambition and skills development of the community festival
organisers and through additional investment bought into the City. The evidence from our external
evaluation demonstrates this:



All 4 community festivals have expanded their knowledge of areas such as fundraising,
audience development, marketing, governance as well as developing their artistic ambition.
New partnerships have been developed which will ensure sustainability in the longer term,
both Love The Arbo and The Mela have developed relationships with the University which
wouldn’t have happened without the support of The Arches Festivals programme. The Music
Festival has developed a new relationship with St Swithin’s Church on its new music
programme.
3
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All of the festivals have developed their evaluation skills which in the longer term with enable
them to better programme work that is relevant to the local community.
High proportion of those attending the community festivals have said that their impression of
Worcester has been more positive because of the festivals.
Worcester Carnival has piloted a new approach by commissioning an artist to work in Dines
Green to create a non-fossil fuelled float to address the environmental impact.
The Mela and the Music Festival have both received support from the Arches Festivals to
raise further funding. Both have been successful in their bids to Arts Council, The Mela of
just under £15K and the Music Festival of £29K. These new skills will stay with the groups
for future use. This has enabled both groups to do more ambitious projects and to provide
employment for local artists/producers creating new jobs.

Feedback from one of the festival committees said this on-going support has enabled them to take
their time – to consult with the community and find out their views as well as delivering important
participative projects. This allowed them to think strategically about their artistic presentation rather
than starting with delivery; and is expected to produce a more rooted and authentic product.
“Having support spread out has worked wonders for us. You learn as you go along. We have been
able to incorporate new angles we didn't think about at the beginning. Slowly breaking down the
learning, taking it a step at a time, better matches the time volunteers have to give. It has also
enabled us to become more confident so that we start to find solutions as issues arise. Working like
this has made us much more resilient.” Mela Committee
Our current funding has enabled us to work directly in communities outside of the city centre such
as Dines Green, Lyppard Grange, Ronkswood etc. Many of these areas are in more deprived areas
of the city and to be able to offer free to access high quality arts activities has bought communities
together.
“The engagement was far more than I anticipated in the run up and on the night. We have done
things before, where an artist has come into the group and a trip is laid on, those haven’t been overly
successful. There has been a tendency for arts organisations, pressured by Arts Council and other
funding, to engage with the community as a tick box exercise and it hasn't worked and we have lost
members who have voted with their feet. This was very different. It was more like a partnership.”

Costs
The total costs including salary and on-costs for a part time post would be £20,000 - 5% of the
amount applied to Arts Council. We would envisage a one-year post with potential to extend, subject
to funding.
The outcome of the NPO application will be announced in October 2022.

4
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Agenda Item 6

Report to: Place and Economic Development Committee, 6 June 2022
Report of: Deputy Director, Economic Development

Subject:

ARTS AND CULTURE STRATEGY UPDATE

1.

Recommendation

1.

That Members note the contents of the report updating on progress with the
Worcester Arts and Culture Strategy.

2.

Background

2.1

The arts and cultural offer in Worcester is wide-ranging, vibrant, and exciting,
delivered by a sector that continues to develop and innovate. High-profile festivals
dedicated to Elgar, literature, and music sit in the calendar alongside the oldest
music festival in the world, The Three Choirs Festival, which we co-host with our
neighbours in Hereford and Gloucester. Live performance venues including
Huntingdon Hall, The Marrs Bar, The Swan Theatre, and Paradiddles host grassroots
and big-name artists, as well as comedy and experimental work. We have a fantastic
provision for youth music and arts with several youth theatres providing
opportunities for the development of young people from toddlers to teens.

2.2

Members agreed to commission an arts and culture strategy to acknowledge and
champion the Worcester arts scene as well as identify opportunities for growth and
development.

2.3

Consultancy firm Festivals and Events International (FEI) were commissioned in
August 2021 to coordinate the development of the strategy. A total of 445 people
were engaged in the consultation process for the strategy through surveys,
workshops, interviews, and discussion groups.

2.4

This report seeks to update on progress in the creation of the strategy and sets out
next steps ahead of adoption.

3.

Summary of Strategy

3.1

The draft strategy sets out four key aims and 12 objectives, as follows:

To provide arts and cultural leadership for the city
o
o
o

Increase Worcester’s influence within the wider region as a dynamic, innovative,
and distinctive place
Encourage and empower the sector to deliver ambitious creative projects in and
around the city
Develop and nurture creative networks in the city and wider region, bringing
together partners to facilitate ideas and developing a community of engaged and
active collaborators
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To develop our capacity
o
o
o

Assist the sector in securing funding to support a strong and sustainable
infrastructure
Provide advice and advocacy to encourage business ambitions and employment
opportunities for the future
Acknowledge the importance of our fantastic arts volunteers, without whom it
would not be possible to deliver Worcester’s cultural programme

To improve the lives of our communities and widen participation
o
o
o

Provide a range of opportunities so that more people, of all ages, can take part in
the artistic and cultural offer of the city
Create the conditions for the arts and creativity to flourish, enriching the lives of
our residents and visitors and celebrating Worcester’s unique creative offer
Bring economic and social benefits, to create quality employment opportunities
by supporting a strong and vibrant infrastructure

To grow our audiences
o

o
o

Promote creative and cultural activities to residents and visitors, to be recognised
as a destination of choice for the arts by a greater number of people, through
strong and wide-ranging marketing
Encourage and celebrate attendance at creative and artistic endeavours in the
city
Develop a regional reputation for provision of quality arts and cultural activity,
attracting visitors from outside the city to attend events and performances

3.2

The Strategy will be supported by a delivery plan which will be developed throughout
the consultation process and will set out short, medium, and long-term plans for
delivery of the objectives of the strategy.

4.

Next Steps

4.1

The draft strategy will now undergo a period of consultation with comments invited
from anyone interested. Officers are keen to ensure that the strategy is
representative of the wide range of cultural activity in the city so views will be
proactively sought from the following groups:






4.2

Members
Residents
Venues
Arts and cultural practitioners
Arts and cultural audiences
The consultation period will run from June 2022 – September 2022 with an updated
report to the October PED committee meeting.

Ward(s):
Contact Officer:
Background Papers:

All
Helen Mole, helen.mole@worcester.gov.uk 01905 722309
None
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Agenda Item 6
Appendix 1

Worcester Arts and Culture Strategy 2022 - Draft
Introduction
Culture has been a part of Worcester’s story for 2,000 years and we know it will play a significant
and dynamic role in our future, helping us become a more prosperous, connected, inclusive, green,
and active city.
Arts and culture impact on all elements of life, from where we live and work, to how we get around
and how we spend our leisure time. In Worcester, our arts and cultural offer is wide-ranging, vibrant,
and exciting, delivered by a sector that continues to develop and innovate. The city hosts hundreds
of events each year, from small community events which play such an important role in community
cohesion, to major festivals which attract thousands of visitors and provide a valuable boost to the
economy and national profile of Worcester.
This Strategy sets out the City Council’s long-term vision and commitment to working together with
partners, inviting everyone to join us on an ambitious journey. It provides a clear framework,
identifying priority actions for Worcester over the next five years to enable the development of
cultural provision, capacity, resilience, and ambition.
In the process of developing this strategy, we have engaged with hundreds of creative practitioners,
audience members and partners. It has shone a spotlight on Worcester’s well-established and wellloved cultural scene, both amateur and professional. It has also shown us that there is an appetite to
raise the bar, innovate, and diversify our offer; and we understand that more can be achieved by
everyone working together. There is no shortage of ideas and talent in our city and the time is right
to implement changes and take Worcester’s cultural ambitions to the next level.
This Strategy represents the start of our city’s cultural journey and Worcester City Council is looking
forward to working with residents, cultural partners, and other stakeholders to make Worcester a
city with creativity at its heart.
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What do we mean by Arts and Culture?
Culture inspires, unifies, and challenges.
Arts and cultural activity matters because it brings joy, fun and wonder to our lives, whatever our
age. It brings communities together, contributes to jobs and prosperity, attracts visitors, and
supports health and wellbeing, as well as encouraging inward investment and development.
It helps us explore and enjoy our historic buildings and public spaces in new ways and lets us delve
into our histories in creative ways. Performance venues, museums, galleries, historic buildings,
libraries, and public art are a core part of the unique picture of Worcester as a home, tourist
destination, and business base.
This Strategy encompasses museums, music, theatre, film, dance, combined arts, and every kind of
visual and digital arts. It includes art and culture that you watch or participate in, that which is made
by professionals and amateurs, alongside 'everyday creativity' that you might enjoy at home.

The Evidence Base
The Council commissioned Festivals and Events International (FEI) to support the development of
this strategy. Between August and October 2021, the team undertook a number of activities to
ensure that the Strategy reflects a true picture of the arts and cultural offering in Worcester. These
included:





A review of the strategic context in which our Strategy will operate – looking locally, regionally,
and nationally. 21 policy, strategy, fundraising, and planning documents were reviewed
Primary research to map the assets, agents, and activities that currently operate within
Worcester. 226 cultural assets were identified, suggesting a substantial cultural ecology exists
within Worcester, and this is a strength on which to build
A review of current support for culture - reviewing grants given to cultural organisations and the
process of support.
Consultation to shape the Strategy, which comprised: 14 individual stakeholder conversations
engaging 24 people; virtual workshops attended by 41 people, and an online survey which
received 381 responses. This means that 445 people have engaged in the consultation

Almost all (94%) of the respondents to the survey felt strongly that culture was ‘definitely needed’ in
Worcester and could contribute to all of the city’s priorities, in particular supporting our aims to be a
prosperous city and to have stronger and connected communities.
We have a strong base on which to build as demonstrated by our mapping exercise which identified
226 active cultural assets, agents, and activities in Worcester. From festivals to theatre, from dance
to music - there is a wealth of activity taking place all over the city. There is a vibrant mix of
volunteer-led and professionally led organisations, including three Arts Council England (ACE)
National Portfolio Organisations (NPOs) based in the city who work locally, nationally, and
internationally.
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The Local Picture
Set on the River Severn, Worcester boasts a historic cathedral, a growing university and a diverse
retail, culture, and leisure offer.
As one of the oldest cities in the UK, Worcester’s nationally significant heritage stretches back two
millennia. The city is particularly noted for being the location of the closing battle of the English Civil
War, for having over 700 listed and other historic buildings, for being the birthplace of the iconic
Royal Worcester Porcelain, and home of much-loved composer, Sir Edward Elgar. The city is also
host to a thriving racecourse, Premiership rugby team, and an internationally recognised cricket
ground.
High-profile festivals dedicated to Elgar, grassroots music, and literature sit in the calendar alongside
the oldest music festival in the world, The Three Choirs Festival, which we co-host with our
neighbours in Hereford and Gloucester. Live performance venues including Huntingdon Hall, The
Marrs Bar, The Swan Theatre, and Paradiddles host local and big-name artists, as well as comedy and
experimental work.
Tourism and culture are growing economic sectors, appealing to both domestic and overseas
audiences. A range of diverse arts organisations are key employers, including:






Severn Arts, a charitable arts company bringing high quality music and arts to people across
Worcestershire
Vamos Theatre, the UK’s leading full mask theatre company
Dancefest, a nationally focused company producing outstanding contemporary dance
opportunities
C&T, a team of applied theatre practitioners, technologists, and researchers, finding new
ways of fusing drama and digital technologies.
Worcester Theatres, which runs two successful performance venues in the city, hosts
hundreds of productions each year alongside its own successful repertory theatre
group.

There is also a fantastic provision for youth music and arts with several youth theatres providing
opportunities for the creative development of young people from toddlers to teens.
Worcester hosts an extensive programme of festivals and events each year including:






Worcester Light Night, a nationally recognised showcase of art installations which engages
with thousands of visitors each year.
Victorian Christmas Fayre welcoming in excess of 125,000 visitors each year with over 200
market stalls and a packed programme of entertainment
Worcester Music Festival with 250 live music performances and thousands of visitors over
one weekend each September
Mela, a festival of togetherness in South Asian style
Love the Arbo, an annual community-led light festival where residents light up their
windows and neighbourhood with artistic displays
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Local Context
Worcester has benefitted from almost £40m of public funding in recent years and is undergoing a
significant period of regeneration, transforming our built heritage and public realm, creating new
spaces for performance and events, growing our year-round programme of festivals, and supporting
our residents to both create and access high-quality arts programmes.




A £3million Cultural Development Fund grant from the Department for Culture, Media and
Sport, for a culture-led regeneration project called ‘The Arches – Worcester’.
£17.9m Future High Streets Funding to transform the northern part of the city centre into an
exciting leisure, cultural, entertainment and residential quarter.
Towns Fund which will deliver long-term economic and productivity growth through urban
regeneration, skills and enterprise infrastructure, and connectivity.

Over the past few years there has also been significant change in how culture is delivered locally,
with new organisations, networks, festivals, leadership, and creative talent emerging.
Although Worcester is brimming with cultural and heritage assets and attracts visitors from across
the country, there is still more that could be done to showcase the city on a national and global
stage. The city has good connectivity via the national motorway network, with the M5, M50 and
M42 all running through the county. There are also direct rail links from Worcester to Birmingham
and London, and connections to other towns in the county, providing a range of access points for
visitors from across the country.
This arts and culture strategy sits within a wider framework of strategies adopted by the City Council
which include:
The Worcester City Plan 2022-2027 which focuses not only on the Council’s activities, but also on
how residents and stakeholders can continue to work together for a successful, vibrant, and
sustainable Worcester. It has five overlapping and interconnected themes:
-

Stronger and connected communities
A Prosperous City
A healthy and active city
A heritage city for the 21st century
Enhancing and sustaining our beautiful city for future generations

The Worcester Town Investment Plan which aims to bring improved employment opportunities to
our residents, develop new opportunities that will grow an economy and create a city that is worthy
of its heritage and one that will be a more attractive place to live, visit, work and relax. We are
committed to creating ‘levelling up’ opportunities for our communities and contributing positively
towards a sustainable environment that will provide positive health and wellbeing outcomes for our
residents.
The Worcester City Tourism Strategy a high-level plan set out to achieve the Council’s goals in
relation to the economic growth and prosperity brought about by tourism development in the City
of Worcester. It has three objectives:
-

Enhance the visitor experience
Raise the city’s profile with successful marketing
Provide strategic leadership and ensure stakeholder engagement
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The National Picture
Economic






The arts and culture industry contributes £10.8bn to the UK economy.1
The sector contributes £2.8billion a year to the Treasury via taxation, and generates a
further £23billion a year and 363,700 jobs.
Productivity in the arts and culture industry between 2009 and 2016 was greater than that
of the economy as a whole, with gross value added per worker at £62,000 for arts and
culture, compared to £46,800 for the wider UK economy.
BFI statistics show that a record £5.64 billion was spent in the production of film and highend TV production in the UK during 2021

Well-being
The sector has an important benefit on health and well-being. Those who had attended a cultural
place or event in the preceding 12 months were 60 per cent more likely to report good health, and
theatregoers were 25 per cent more likely to report being in good health than average. People
valued being in the audience for the arts at about £2,000 per year, which is higher than sport.

Place and community
There is strong evidence that participation in the arts can contribute to community cohesion, reduce
social exclusion and isolation, and/or make communities feel safer and stronger.
Volunteering in arts and culture gives volunteers an opportunity to gain experience and benefit from
training sessions which improves their productivity, employability and earnings potential.
Investment in arts and culture in deprived areas can be an effective way of establishing a ‘city brand’
which helps to attract young and creative people to the areas. In turn, this can attract commercial
creative businesses, catalysing regeneration and urban redevelopment.

Education
Reports suggest that learning through arts and culture improves attainment across many other
aspects of the school curriculum and has a wealth of other beneficial impacts on young people,
namely:
– taking part in drama and library activities improves attainment in literacy
– taking part in structured music activities improves attainment in maths, early language acquisition
and early literacy – schools that integrate arts across the curriculum in the US have shown
consistently higher average reading and mathematics scores compared to similar schools that do not
– participation in structured arts activities increases cognitive abilities

1

Economic impact of arts and culture on the national economy FINAL (artscouncil.org.uk)
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The aims of the strategy


To provide arts and cultural leadership for the city
o To increase Worcester’s influence within the wider region as a dynamic, innovative,
and distinctive place
o To encourage and empower the sector to deliver ambitious creative projects in and
around the city
o To develop and nurture creative networks in the city and wider region, bringing
together partners to facilitate ideas and developing a community of engaged and
active collaborators



To develop our capacity
o To assist the sector in securing funding to support a strong and sustainable
infrastructure
o To provide advice and advocacy to encourage business ambitions and employment
opportunities for the future
o To acknowledge the importance of our fantastic arts volunteers, without whom it
would not be possible to deliver Worcester’s cultural programme



To improve the lives of our communities and widen participation
o To provide a range of opportunities so that more people, of all ages, can take part in
the artistic and cultural offer of the city
o To create the conditions for the arts and creativity to flourish, enriching the lives of
our residents and visitors and celebrating Worcester’s unique creative offer
o To bring economic and social benefits, to create quality employment opportunities
by supporting a strong and vibrant infrastructure



To grow our audiences
o To promote creative and cultural activities to residents and visitors, to be recognised
as a destination of choice for the arts by a greater number of people, through strong
and wide-ranging marketing
o To encourage and celebrate attendance at creative and artistic endeavours in the
city
o To develop a regional reputation for provision of quality arts and cultural activity,
attracting visitors from outside the city to attend events and performances
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Agenda Item 7

Report to: Place and Economic Development Committee, 6th June 2022
Report of: Corporate Director, Finance and Resources

Subject:

ANNUAL AND QUARTER 4 PERFORMANCE REPORT FOR 2021/22

1.

Recommendation

1.1

That the Place and Economic Development Committee notes the Council’s
annual and quarter 4 performance for 2021/22.

2.

Performance Reporting Framework

2.1

A suite of Performance Scorecards has been developed providing a one-page
overview of priority projects, activities and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) under
the functions of each committee.

2.2

The Scorecards are supported by a more detailed appendix providing a brief
narrative update for projects and activities and a visual representation of PIs in the
form of run graphs or charts as applicable. This provides context in terms of
progression, trends and seasonal variations to support reporting using RAG
assessments (Red, Amber or Green).

2.3

The Scorecard has been refreshed for 2021/22 with projects completed in the last
financial year replaced with new projects as previously agreed by this committee.

2.4

The annual and quarter 4 performance report for the Place and Economic
Development Sub is attached as Appendix 1.

Ward(s):
Contact Officer:
Background Papers:

All
Jo Payne, Corporate Policy and Strategy Officer,
01905 722407,
Email: Joanna.payne@worcester.gov.uk
None

This page is intentionally left blank
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Agenda Item 7
Appendix 1
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Appendix 1
Place & Economic Development
Performance Report
PED Projects & Actions 2021/22
Action Status
Cancelled
Overdue; Neglected
Unassigned; Check Progress
Not Started; In Progress; Assigned
Completed

Review of the South Worcestershire Development Plan
Following discussions between the three local authorities in
April 2022, it has been determined that additional time is
required to prepare the SWDP Review for the Regulation 19
(Publication) stage.
Further work is required relating to infrastructure and
viability evidence base updates and planning for the
proposed strategic locations.

Sponsor

Duncan Rudge

Due Date

01-Apr-2023

Original Due
Date

01-Nov-2021

Current Status
Expected Outcome

The impact of the latest delay to the SWDP Review is still
being assessed and a new timetable will be drawn up in due
course.
Foregate Arches / Cultural Development Fund
Workstream 1 - Infrastructure
The units have been completed.
Looking at options for No.56 Foregate Street – creation of
pedestrian link to riverside. Negotiations are still underway
with ArchCo. but there is a capital financing meeting with
the Arts Council on 9 June which will clarify whether a
further extension is possible.
Workstream 2 - Festivals
The Atmosphere festival took place in the first week of April
and there was strong and active support for Love the Arbo
and the Mela launch at the Art House from Severn Arts
through the Festival Stream. The main focus for the first
quarter of 2022/23 is the legacy plan for continuation of the
festivals beyond March 2023.
Workstream 3 – Participate
Progressing with programme focusing on online delivery.
Formal evaluation of this stream is underway which is due
2

Sponsor

Zoey West

Due Date

25-Feb-2022

Original Due
Date

31-Mar-2021

Current Status
Expected Outcome
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to report by 30 June.
Workstream 4 – Destination Management
The arches have begun to be used and the first tenants are
due to be in place by the end of May. An event is scheduled
for July in support of the Commonwealth Games baton
relay.
The programme has been extended by the Arts Council to
March 2023 and the target end date for the project
therefore needs to be revised to 31/3/2023.
City Centre Master Plan - Feasibility Works for Key Sites
Awaiting final version of Integrated Drainage report.

Sponsor

Zoey West

Due Date

31-Mar-2022

Original Due
Date

31-Mar-2020

Current Status
Expected Outcome
Contribution to the River Severn Partnership
Limited contact as no meetings have occurred

Sponsor

Zoey West

Due Date

31-Mar-2022

Original Due
Date

31-Mar-2022

Current Status
Expected Outcome
Contribute towards Covid Economic Recovery Strategy delivery

•
•
•

•
•
•

The payment of £4,324,311 in Discretionary Covidrecovery grants through 6 different schemes with some
2,500 payments
Worked closely with colleagues in Business Rates to
ensure advice was provide to city businesses on other
available support packages/grants
Worked closely with partners including Worcester BID,
Worcestershire Regulatory Services, and WM Police to
ensure that retailers were informed of changes in
restrictions and opening hours / regulations put in
place under Covid-19 guidelines and measures
Empty Retail Units grants issued to businesses to
support them to fill 11 empty premises in the city
The implementation of temporary social distancing
measures in the city centre to improve safety
The sharing of best practice with other local authorities
and place managers nationally, including
3

Sponsor

Zoey West

Due Date

31-Mar-2022

Original Due
Date

31-Mar-2022

Current Status
Expected Outcome
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•
•
•
•

representation on regional recovery groups and forums
Outdoor events and seating
Promotions and business engagement to encourage
visitors back to the city centre, including a large
Christmas campaign
Free training and advice to businesses to promote
themselves online
Sent 40 newsletters since April 2020 with a range of
information and advice on funding and help for
businesses throughout the pandemic. The distribution
database has circa 2,800 entries.

Development of an Arts and Cultural Strategy for the city
An update on progress with the arts and cultural strategy is Sponsor
being taken to PED committee on 6 June.
Due Date
Original Due
Date

Zoey West
31-Jan-2022
31-Jan-2022

Current Status
Expected Outcome
Digital High Street
Work carried out towards a more digital high street (city
centre and St Johns) includes:

• Development of an app for the city to promote

Sponsor

Zoey West

Due Date

31-Mar-2022

Original Due
Date

31-Mar-2022

businesses, attractions and events. This has been soft
launched but will be officially launched at the end of
Current Status
May.
Expected Outcome
• Development of a new Visit Worcester website is
underway and will be live early June. This new website
will be more user-friendly and easier to update.
• Businesses were offered online training to support them
in the development of social media and digital promotion
methods
In the next quarter a meeting will be held with Worcester
BID to input into their tender for footfall services for the city
Detailed foot/cycle path design (section 1: Diglis bridge to St Marks Close)

• Design process still ongoing - stage 1 nearing

completion - which will allow procurement process of
contractor to commence.

• Designation of route being undertaken with legal and
property sections of City and County.

Sponsor

Zoey West

Due Date

31-Jul-2022

Original Due
Date

31-Jul-2022

Current Status
Expected Outcome

4
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Strategic Play Area Development Plan
At its March 2022 meeting the Place & Economic
Development Committee received a report on this subject
and subsequently approved the engagement of a specialist
contractor to undertake a detailed consultation exercise
around future outdoor play provision and use the
information gathered to develop a draft Strategic Play Area
Development Plan. A procurement brief is due to be
completed in May 2022 in consultation with the Chair/Vice
Chair of PED Committee with a view to going out to
procurement during June 2022. It will therefore be
necessary to bring a draft Strategic Play Area Development
Plan to PED Committee in January 2023 and not November
2022 as hoped, to ensure a robust and effective
consultation exercise is undertaken.

Sponsor

Sandra Green

Due Date

31-Mar-2025

Original Due
Date

31-Mar-2025

Current Status
Expected
Outcome

PED Key Performance Indicators - End of Year 2021/22
PI Status
Alert
Warning
OK
Unknown
Data Only

Major planning applications determined in 13 weeks
Description: Percentage of major planning applications determined in 13 weeks or agreed
time

RAG

Current Value

5

57%

Sponsor

Duncan
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Aim to Maximise

Current Target

90%

Rudge

Quarter
Value

Target

Q4 2020/21

100%

90%

Q1 2021/22

100%

90%

Q2 2021/22

80%

90%

Q3 2021/22

0%

90%

Q4 2021/22

57%

90%

Annual
Value

Target

2020/21

100%

90%

2021/22

57%

90%

Status

Short Trend

Minor planning applications determined within 8 weeks
Description: Percentage of minor planning applications determined within 8 weeks or
agreed time

RAG
Aim to Maximise

Current Value

61%

Current Target

90%

Sponsor

Quarter
Value

Target

Q4 2020/21

91.9%

90%

Q1 2021/22

85.4%

90%

Q2 2021/22

62.5%

90%

Q3 2021/22

24.1%

90%

Q4 2021/22

61%

90%

Annual

6

Duncan
Rudge
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Value

Target

2020/21

94.7%

90%

2021/22

50%

90%

Status

7

Short Trend
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Other planning applications determined within 8 weeks
Description: Percentage of 'other' planning applications determined within 8 weeks or
agreed time

RAG
Aim to Maximise

Current Value

69%

Current Target

90%

Sponsor

Duncan
Rudge

Quarter
Value

Target

Q4 2020/21

100%

90%

Q1 2021/22

72.7%

90%

Q2 2021/22

53.57%

90%

Q3 2021/22

53.4%

90%

Q4 2021/22

69%

90%

Annual
Value

Target

2020/21

97%

90%

2021/22

62%

90%

Status

8

Short Trend
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Appeals of major planning decisions allowed
Description: Percentage of major appeals allowed of major planning decisions

RAG
Aim to Minimise

Current Value

0%

Current Target

10%

Sponsor

Duncan
Rudge

Quarter
Value

Target

Q4 2020/21

0%

10%

Q1 2021/22

0%

10%

Q2 2021/22

0%

10%

Q3 2021/22

0%

10%

Q4 2021/22

0%

10%

Annual
Value

Target

2020/21

100%

10%

2021/22

0%

10%

Status

9

Short Trend
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All business grants awarded - starter and growth grants
Description: Total number of business grants awarded: start-ups and growth grants

RAG
Aim to Maximise

Current Value

12

Current Target

12

Sponsor

Zoey West

On target. Main level of interest is for growth grants rather than start up grants.
Quarter
Value

Target

Q4 2020/21

12

12

Q1 2021/22

4

2

Q2 2021/22

8

4

Q3 2021/22

11

8

Q4 2021/22

12

12

Annual
Value

Target

2020/21

12

12

2021/22

12

12

Status

10

Short Trend
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5 year housing land supply
Description:

5 year housing land supply

RAG (2020/21)

Value (2020/21)

Aim to Maximise

Target

5.76
5

Sponsor

Duncan
Rudge

The Five Year Housing Land supply (FYHLS) is now calculated on a South Worcestershire
basis (i.e. a combined FYHLS for Worcester City, Malvern Hills and Wychavon). The SWDP
(2016) is now more than five years old and so the FYHLS now uses the government's
'Standard Method' to calculate the supply.
The South Worcestershire FYHLS for 2022 cannot be determined until housing land
monitoring has been completed for all three councils. This usually commences in April. Due to
the geographical size of their districts, Malvern Hills and Wychavon councils generally require
more time to undertake their housing land monitoring than Worcester City. The FYHLS result
is therefore usually known around May/June.
Annual
Value

Target

2020/21

5.76

5

2021/22

TBC

5

Status
TBC

11

Short Trend
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Homes completed against SWDP target
Description: Number of homes completed against SWDP target

RAG (2020/21)
Aim to Maximise

Value (2020/21)

352

Target

261

Sponsor

Duncan
Rudge

The number of homes completed against the SWDP target (2016) for 2021/22 will be
established once the housing land monitoring for Worcester City has been completed. This is
usually carried out in April and May, within initial findings known shortly after once the data
has been processed.
Annual
Value

Target

2020/21

352

261

2021/22

TBC

261

Status
TBC

12

Short Trend
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Employment land completions (hectares)
Description: Hectares of employment land (B1/B2/B8) completed

RAG (2020/21)
Aim to Maximise

Value (2020/21)

6.47

Target

3.34

Sponsor

Duncan
Rudge

Information relating to employment land completions will be available once the Employment
Land Monitor data has been collected and analysed. This should be completed in mid-May
2022.
Annual
Value

Target

2020/21

6.47

3.34

2021/22

TBC

3.34

Status
TBC

13

Short Trend
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Key sector SME’s supported to recruit a 16 – 24 year old apprentice, for the first
time or the first time in 12 months
Description: Worcester City SME’s in receipt of a Worcester City Apprenticeship Grant as a
contribution towards cost of recruiting a 16-24 year old apprentice

RAG
Aim to Maximise

Current Value

7

Current Target

5

Sponsor

Zoey West

A residual balance of 10K was left for grants this year, with grant awards ranging from
£1,000 - £2,000 to incentivise higher level apprenticeship recruitment. 6 of the 7 awards
were made for the recruitment of young Worcester residents on Level 3+ apprentices.
Whilst apprenticeship vacancies have increased since the opening of the economy, and lifting
of Covid restrictions recruitment has been difficult for employers due to the current
stagnation in the labour market with more young people staying in education, and those who
are unemployed still having remote access with employment support providers including JCP.
Hospitality and other customer/client facing sectors have found it particularly difficult to
recruit.
Therefore demand for grants would have been higher, if all eligible businesses had been able
to recruit.
Annual
Value

Target

2020/21

7

5

2021/22

7

5

Status

14

Short Trend
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Worcester City SME’s assisted with higher skilled/skill shortage recruitment
Description: Worcester City SME’s in receipt of a Worcester City Graduate Grant as a
contribution towards costs of recruiting and/or training a
student/intern/graduate

RAG (2020/21)
Aim to Maximise

Value (2020/21)

7

Target (2020/21)

4

Sponsor

Zoey West

No update for 2021/22 as still awaiting outcome of the Towns Fund bid. Further funding
opportunities will be considered as they come on line to meet this criteria.
Annual
Value

Target

2020/21

7

4

2021/22

TBC

TBC

Status
TBC

15

Short Trend
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No. of businesses assisted under the ERDF Business Support Programme
Description: No. of businesses assisted under the European Regional Development Fund
Business Support Programme.

RAG
Aim to Maximise

Current Value

259

Current Target

198

Sponsor

Zoey West

Above target. Increase mainly due to the Enterprising Worcestershire start up programme.
Quarter
Value

Target

Q4 2020/21

148

150

Q1 2021/22

157

162

Q2 2021/22

197

174

Q3 2021/22

207

186

Q4 2021/22

259

198

Annual
Value

Target

2020/21

148

150

2021/22

259

198

Status

16

Short Trend
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No. of business grants awarded under the ERDF Business Support Programme
Description: No. of business grants awarded under the European Regional Development
Fund Business Support Programme

RAG
Aim to Maximise

Current Value

134

Current Target

71

Sponsor

Zoey West

Small increase on previous quarter. The Elevate Growth Programme which requires
businesses to attend coaching sessions first, has reached the stage of starting to award
grants.
Quarter
Value

Target

Q4 2020/21

118

71

Q1 2021/22

119

71

Q2 2021/22

122

71

Q3 2021/22

127

71

Q4 2021/22

134

71

Annual
Value

Target

2020/21

118

71

2021/22

134

71

Status

17
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Value (£) of business grants awarded under the ERDF Business Support
Programme)
Description: Value (£) of business grants awarded under the European Regional
Development Fund Business Support Programme

RAG
Aim to Maximise

Current Value

£1,503,227.00

Current Target

£771,506.00

Sponsor

Zoey West

Significantly above target. Main increase is due to the Elevate Growth programme which has
reached the stage of being able to award grants.
Quarter
Value

Target

Q4 2020/21

£1,151,974.00

£771,506.00

Q1 2021/22

£1,197,260.00

£771,506.00

Q2 2021/22

£1,206,390.00

£771,506.00

Q3 2021/22

£1,430,394.00

£771,506.00

Q4 2021/22

£1,503,227.00

£771,506.00

Annual
Value

Target

Status

2020/21

£1,151,974.00

£771,506.00

2021/22

£1,503,227.00

£771,506.00
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City Centre Footfall
Description: To monitor the footfall within the City Centre to enable action to be taken
should the footfall drop significantly below the target level

RAG

Current Value
Aim to Maximise

12,358,71
7
Sponsor

Zoey West

Current Target

Overall, footfall in 2021 was c.20% higher than in 2020 but 30% lower than in 2019. This
appears to be in line with other places, but this report will be updated once national data has
been released.
The first quarter of 2021 was subject to strict lockdowns nationally (non-essential shops
reopened on 12 April) and January 2021 saw only 24% of the footfall achieved in January
2020. Numbers increased by April 2021 with 5 times as many people in the city as April
2020, but this was still only 70% of the 2019 figures.
Footfall exceeded the levels of 2019 in both July and August 2021 (109% and 100.2%
respectively) but between September and December, this settled to between 74% and 78%
of the same months in 2019.
Annual
Value
2020

10,251,421

2021

12,358,717

Target

Status
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Visitors to City Museums
Description: A combined PI of all visitors to the city museum sites The Commandery and
the City Art Gallery & Museum. This includes both paid and free admissions.

RAG
Aim to Maximise

Current Value

15,782

Current Target

17,812

Sponsor

Philippa
Tinsley

We set an ambitious target at the start of the year for visitors at the Art Gallery and
Museum. Covid recovery has slowed our ambitious return to normal visitor numbers, not
least because we needed to physically limit the number of visitors in the exhibition gallery to
mitigate the risk of infection. We also saw a significant 'Omicron' drop in visitors from
November.
February and March are looking to be back closer to our targets and our pre-Covid levels and
we hope the very strong programme in 2022 will enable us to reach previous visitor levels.
Quarter
Value

Target

Q4 2020/21

0

Q1 2021/22

11,685

7,074

Q2 2021/22

25,369

17,050

Q3 2021/22

11,840

14,282

Q4 2021/22

15,782

17,812

Annual
Value
2020/21

15,679

2021/22

64,676

Target

Status

56,218
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Admissions and commercial income from City museums
Description: Income earned at The Commandery and the City Art Gallery & Museum from
all activities including paid admissions, retail, activities and rental.

RAG

Current Value
Aim to Maximise

£27,529.0
0
Sponsor

Current Target

Philippa
Tinsley

Q4 is usually the lowest quarter income-wise for museums, with The Commandery having its
seasonal closure in January. It's therefore very positive that income rose back again after the
'Omicron' dip.
Income was back close to target from almost all income streams, with real recovery seen
with learning income and Commandery shop income (following retail advice). Room hire is a
lower performer than target at the year end and needs some marketing this year to
encourage it to grow back.
Quarter
Value

Target

Q4 2020/21

£3,415.99

Q1 2021/22

£11,801.00

Q2 2021/22

£33,990.00

Q3 2021/22

£26,283.00

Q4 2021/22

£27,529.00

Annual
Value
2020/21

£26,729.99

2021/22

£99,603.00

Target

Status

£89,755.00
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